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Cosmonauts, Floor Plans Due Next Month
Mandel Opens Series on Russia, Space
Ship
Land Safely Architects Sign for Union
Emphasizes Ethnic Groups
ALIA:Mai:
In the mind of a Russian you
:Ire either all right or all wrong."
This statement was made yesterday by William Mandel, a guest
lecturer, during an explanation of
Soviet ethnic groups in the first
lecture of a series on "The Soviet
Union Today."
Mandel is presenting an II lecture course, sntrII,ioreil by "Toward MI Actie. Stollen’ Community (TASCI. %%Mei, examines the
SOVira Union Ii a non "Cohl
War" viewpoint.
Giving a brief introduction to
the course, Mandel explained that
he would assign certain chapters
from his book "Russia Re-Examined" to students each week.
He said he wants the students to
come to each class prepared to
ask questions and discuss answers
regarding the reading material.
During yesterday’s tee t a re,
which was attended by approximately 120 students, Mandel dealt
with questions on Soviet agriculture, geography and ethnic groups.
’’In the lieriod from 1951 to
1868," lie explained. "the Soviet
Union opened up nal million acres
of agricultural land e1111:11 It; all
of the planted land in the United
States west ot the Mississippi excepting Kansas."
Commenting on ethnic groups
Mandel said, ’Russia was never
developed under one ethnic group
as the United States essentially
was." He explained that Russia
has more than 100 ethnic groups
of which 60 have their own written language.
’’Each nationality," he said, "has
the right to complete cultural expression in its own language."
Mandel. considered by many to
he one of the foremost authorities
on the Soviet Union, has spent 25
years studying the country. He has
visited Russia three times and has
written several books about it.
The second lecture in the course
will be presented next week at
O time to be announced.
Its

’Sunrise, Shown
Today in TH55
"Sunrise," based on the short
story, "A Trip to Tilsit," by Herman Sudermann is the feature in
the Classic Film Series today in
TI455 at 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
A unique feature of the picture
is that it is a silent film.

By DENIM 7-ti kricu
flu: Soviet
MOSCOW (UPI,
Union brought its three-man space
ship safely back to earth yesterday.
The pilot and his two passengers,
who wore business suits but no
shoes during the flight, were reported "feeling fine."
Tass said the space ship called
by paraVoskhod (sunrise.
chute on a field in a state lartii itt
the virgin land deseliitinient ii ’li
It said the sicei
taken to Kustanai it Northern
Kazakhstan.
LAUNCH SITE SE(71tET
It did not, however, reveal where
the space vehicle was launched
from.
The first to greet the space men,
Tass said, were workers on a state
farm who ran up and invited them
A DREAM BECOMES REALITYDean C. Grant Burton (r.)
into their homes.
hands a pen to Dr. Robert D. Clark, college president, at yesterVoskhod was brought back after
day’s signing of the College Union architectural contract. Also
completing 16 orbits in 24 hours
signing (I. to r.): Rodger L. Rodzen, Union director; Dean Stanley
and 17 minutes, traveling 437,500
Benz; Bob Pisano, ASB president; and architect Ernest J. Kump.
miles. On orders radioed from the
ground, the biggest of all spit’
vehicles came back to earth al
10:47 a.m. 12:47 am. PITP.
SPACE SHIP lip 24 1101,115
’Pass said the space ship is
designed to stay up 24 hours, although some sources indicated the
space journey may have been
TWU big upsets threw last week’s Stafford, Spartan City, Apt. 36,
planned for a longer period.
to the tie-breaker
The feat of the three Soviet Spartan Grid Picks into a 15-way came closest
and in so doing will win
spacemen pilot -commander Ca’ tie for first place. However, Jack question
a free, round-trip jet flight to Los
Vladimir Komarov, :17. scientist
Angeles on PSA.
Konstantin Feoktistov, 38, and
Stafford missed three contests,
space surgeon Boris Yegorov, 27
raised speculation that Russia !ahead of the United States in the
race for the moon.
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Jack Stafford Wins
Grid Picks Contest

Photo in Jon Le.
MANDELStudents listened attentively and took notes yesterday in CH226 during William Mandel’s first lecture in a series
on -The Soviet Union Today."

Freshmen Students Vote
To Fill Vacant Rep. Seats
Seven to eight hundred freshman are expected to vote today
and tomorrow to elect four representatives to Student Council, according to Ken Lane, I.:teethe
Board chairman.
This is about 20-30 per cent ie
the 3700 freshmen, Lane stated.
Eighteen students are competing
for the four seats. It is the largest
number of freshmen in SJS history to run for the council posts.
Polls will he open from 7:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m. today and tomorrow.
Voting booths will be in front of
the Bookstore, Cafeteria, and between the Men’s Gym and PER
Building.
Only students with 29 units or

Engineers’ Delight

less are considered freshmen and
entitled to vote in this election,
according to Lane.

Pershing Rifles
To Hold Smoker
The Pershing Rifles, C’onuxiny
F-10, will hold its Pledge Smoker
tonight at 7:30 in the lounge of the
Home Economics Building.
Daniel Biondi was recently appointed the group’s Commanding
Officer. The command for the semester was turned over to him by
Capt. Bob Engelston.
All freshman and sophomore Air
Force and Army ROTC cadets are
eligible to join the Pershing Rifles.
It is the group’s military honorary
society.
Pershing Rifles queen Niki Knox
will be present at this smoker, as
will the group’s adviser, Maj. Eugene Johnson.
All interested cadets and Pershing Rifles members are invited to
attend the meeting. A film on the
Pershing Rifles will be shown, and
refreshments will be served.

SJS Professors
Endorse Prop. 2;
Oppose Prop. 14
The San Jose State College
Chapter of the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) at its first meeting Monday, took definite stands on Propositions 2 and 14 which will appear
on the state ballot in November,
and also held a wide ranging discussion with SJS President Robert
D. Clark.
At the opening of the meeting
the chapter voted unanimously to
endorse Proposition 2 and to publicly announce its opposition to
Proposition 14.
Later, President Clark, who has
been a member of the AAUP for
20 years and is currently an associate member of the organization,
spoke in answer to questions addressed to him and gave his feelings on such topics as fair procedures for faculty promotions and
ways of appointing department
heads.

r. iromp
Talks Here

"The Sensitivity of the Human
Body to Changes in Weather and
Climate" will be discussed by Dr.
Solco W. Tromp this morning at
10:30 in Concert Hall.
Dr. Tromp is head of the Biometeorological Research Center at
the University of Leiden in the
Netherlands. According to Prof.
Arnold E. True of the SJS Department of Meteorology and
Physical Science, Dr. Tromp "is
one of the world’s outstanding
leaders in the field of biometeorology. His lecture should be of particular interest to physicists, biologists and members of the Health
and Hygiene Department."
This afternoon, Dr. Tromp will
lead a seminar on biometeorology
at 2:30 in E328.
Dr. Tromp is secretary of the
International Society of Biometeorology. He is author of "Medical Biometeomlogy," and "Psychical Physics" plus a number of
other works in his field.
The program is sponsored by the
Department of Meteorology and
Physical Science.

Book Talk
Slated Today

JACK STAFFORD
. . . grid winner
and won by predicting Cal to gall,
220 yards against Miami. They
gained 210 yards.
Runners-up winners were Tony
Borgman, Stan Watanabe, Robert
Leggett, James Williamson, David
Joseph and Pat Schultz. They will
each receive a pair of free theater
tickets to the Unit ed Artists
Theater,

From Reporters to Proofreaders

The Making of a Newspaper

Pb

by

Gwis Bather&

MEET HEATHER RAMSAYRulemate for the latest edition of
The Rule, engineering division magazine, is sociology major
Heather Ramsay. The Rule is on sale today through Friday in the
Engineering Building lobby and in front of Spartan Bookstore.
The magazine presents news of the various engineering departments and societies and features in the field of nuclear research.
Rule sells for 25 cents.

By SITE WADE
Hollywood once pictured the
newspaper reporter as a man
ivearing a white shirt with the
deeves rolled up just above the
, elbow and his necktie loosened.
He was usually seen smoking cigarettes and rushing around a
elutterect, unorganized office.
The Spartan Daily office may
:eern to an on-looker to be un,rganized because of the activity.
Thal, however, is where the comparison ends.
The 34 students mm the editorial
staff are working to gather news
that will inform and be of interest
to those on campus. The Daily
reporters are assigned beats to
cover for the semester. It is then
their responsibility, as well as that

of the special editors, to contact
administrators, professors, department heads, club presidents, committee chub-men and students so
that they may get the news and
verify facts from authoritative
sources. The Daily reporter checks
tips, attends meeting s, and
speeches anti is always looking for
a story with news value.
NEWS EDITOR
After the stories are written
they are given to the news editor.
The stories that will appear in
the next paper are then arranged
on a make-up page by the news
editor and a day editor.
Space for each story, picture
and headline Ls drawn in the
make-up page before the copy

is sent to the horseshoe -shaped
desk where the copy editor works
with members of the staff who
read each story and correct it for
grammatical errors, spelling, and
Spartan Daily style. A headline
is then written to the designated
Slie indicated by the day editor.
LINOTYPE
That, however, is not the end
of the work. How would a paper
look without pictures or art work?
The photo editor is responsible
for arranging all photographs. A
staff reporter or editor fills out
an order form stating what he
wants. The photo editor then assigns one of the five or six avail;ible photographers to shoot, develop ;Ind print the picture.

Po BILL BUM
A 1, or step towards San Jose
State’s $3.6 million College Union
was made yesterday with the formal signing of the Union architectural contract by college officials, student body representatives
and architect Ernest J. Rump Associates, of Palo Alto.
"We are now actively engaged
in the working process of the
Union ;mil the vi heels arc in motion," related .lei ry Engles, ASB
public. re la lt,tmui director. "The
Union is nois becoming a reality."
The signing authorizes Ktimp
Associates to immediately begin
initial floor plan sketches or "bubble drawings," which should be
ready this November.
Student Union Planning Committee members and architects
will use these sketches for detailed space allocation.
Additional sets of sketches will
be necessary lvfore formal construction bids can be made from
the final working drawings. The
inal drawings, Engles believes,
will be ready early next fall.
Acloal construction of the Unstir
NO101411141 10 begin In Deci.i oher,
1965, iiial completion
tentatively set for the fall semester,
1967.
"Ernest J. Hump Associates is
one of the 10 most prominent
architectual firms in the country."
said F:ngles.
In addition to designing nearby
Foothill College’s award -winning
Student Union, the firm has
worked on unions at Cabrillo College. near Santa Cruz, and Rensselaer Poly Technic Institute, New
York,

Dr. Pete Zidnak, professor of
business, will present the semester’s first book talk today at 12:30
p.m. in Cafeteria Rooms A and II.
"The Wanting Seed," by Anthony Burgess will be discussed.
Set in England after King Charles
VI, the book is science fiction concerned with the problem of population control.
According to the Library Journal Review, Oct. 1, 1963, the "aged
iriangle of one woman and two
men emerges as the plot of this
strange novel.
"From the first page to the
last there is a frightening thought
Ifor its today, foreseeing a time
when there might be a need for
wars to kill off surplus and a
need to have ministers of infertility and fertility.
"This book is a warning to us
to do whatever must be done to
plan it sound future world, but
it also chides Its never under any
circumstances to try to kill man’s
need for love and fulfillment."
Dr. Marion K. Richards, associate professor of English, is chairman of the book talks, presented
on Wednesdays, throughout the
semester.

It is not until evening that
written material, ads, and plr,
graphs are put together and tra,
ferret into type. Linotype n:.,
chines set galleys of type and aii
proof of the copy is pulled. ’13 ’imamate!’ then reads the
proof out lotalwhile the day eil
reads the original copy. In
way typographical errors and
viations from the copy are
rected. A page proof is made
it is also checked to sec I.
errors on the galley proofs
changed on the page proof. In
not until the last page prim’:
read and checked that the dents’ job is done. A paper ’
been completed because 111.\,,
written, ads sold, pilot , and all deadlines met.
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Dr. Preston Talks Tomorrow

New Health Program
May Bring Complaints

*svPs’t9-6

-11.014111118S1-1244.----

ilifornia State College Student PreiiletiCs
k I conference here lasi weekend. 111 slate colic:le ksli presidents
lll i l moisly recommended that any shill, Ili health program sated bs the legislature should be financed
I’. the stale and the students.
If this plan is adopted, student complaints about the added
CoI are inesitable.
los Ilie I.:SCSPA, howThe strong and co lllll tendalde act
on the student’s pocketbook consideser, may ease the at
erably.
The insurance. which would be compulsory, would add
$211-$311 per sear to the yearls cost it eiillege.
If
nilations of the t:st.S1’.1 are accepted by
the state la.,Lislaitire students sill line much less reason to
complain.
The proposed plan is eiiinpreliensise. pros tiling 1’0111101.ft
Ipre%111the. diag
tie and therapeutic outpatient care including ’,bi-.. ii -ersice and specialist consultations.
it the protee
is affords the student it is only fair we
slimild -kookier part of the C0,1.
The citt of educating a student in the t:alifornia Shoe
ssstent ’is a ronsiderabli insestment on the part id ilic
state.
Since the state is as intuit concerned isith protecting
inst.-intent as the student is iii protecting liislilt. it too
should share the burden.
.
kt thi

Seventh Street Talks
Time Consuming
lty are tiegfiliat.
on the Smmillt Street problem taking
so long?
After two years of arguments, vompromises. student referendunis and red tape, Seventh Street lias closed to eits H.:4(in September, 1963.
The Sim hose 4 it Comieit cioecil lite street 1111 :1 Ite1111111rilr) 11:1-1-.-1111riliiL is foul, little the Department of Public Works
vs as to -111.1
resuhs of the elosure and report to City
piautict. al tile vita of the fall semester.
I
fall the cits
resolsed to keep Siiiiiith Street
this. Agaiii last
It, the eily
clo.eil for another four
conned noised to keep l’s (’11111 Street closed until June, while
neg.,’ hit ion- is id’ the state continue.
As iutup.utiut.t students mailing for 1114.e -ions to he Made. We
;tattles
ilia% en% ision the slate and the 4iI of San Jose
r gets die
long game- in %%Iiiell the ss
with Secolli
liiit l,uttli davers are equalls matched.
Innsevr. the slate and San J11,41. jR l:011111’il
I
all angles. Thes
.111.1% log Ilic Se%elith St rect problem fr
are cek ing a solidi llll which will be agreeable to slate, city and
eanipm.
Although progress has been slow, much has been arcompli-licil
cs end, Street closed.
-tar lia- -aid it will dedicate 33 feet 14 land bower,’
lit Ii .11111 \iii IiStreets on San Fernando and 33 feel of land
I .it’itt,..."Ireel between Sesen111 and Ninth. The Board
along
of Trust 1, al -0 agreed that the state mill pas for the widening
and imprioiinents of the streets.
Thus i- a step forward in city-state negotiations over Seventh Siriii.
TheI ii of San Jose is ssiihholding final decision imiil the
city and .t ii’ have real-hell some agreement over future growth
of the canipii, anti its effect on city traffic.
Se%ellth Street poses more problems than we
I.er.
think. and these problems require careful consideration. Natu.
to reach a
rally. it will lake 11’
fjust Ililf
1.1 III’ patient.
K.N.

Vantage
Point
By EVELYN SALAZAR
NIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA STUDENTS have organized
grotip to help free Lt. Everett Alvarez, 1%0 Santa Clara graduate,
from Communist forces in North Viet Nam. He was captured
earlier this year.
The Student Committee for Alvarez, according to a Committee
representative quoted in the Santa Clara, wants to "maintain
enough pressure on the State Department and various local and
national leaders to insure that maximum efforts to liberate Alvarez
are kept up. We want him free!"
CHILDISHNESS AT (’AL? Roth the Stanford Daily (Stanford
University) and the California Aggie, (University of California at
Davis) recently published editorials criticizing the student protest

at Berkeley.
"What we saw at Berkeley was 2.000 yelling children vaguely
reminiscent of grammar school days," said the editorial in the Aggie.
The Stanford Daily said, ’The mob demonstrations at Berkeley
last week evinced a student immaturity and irresponsibility that
Is hound to hurt future efforts to change university regulations
regarding campus political activity."
YOUNG DEMOCRATS in Fresno ran into more trouble than
they expected when they crashed a welcome rally for Republican
vice presidential candidate William Miller at Fresno.
The Collegian. the Fresno State newspaper, said that most of
the Democrats carried anti-Goldwater signs when they arrived at
the air terminal but they didn’t have them for long.
A member of the Young Democrats was quoted as saying the
Republican supporters were accused of being "traitors, paid workers, young socialists, welfare recipients, and of all things, teachers."
Little old ladies also kicked and slapped the pickets, said the paper.
EATING WITH FINGERS may become proper at Los Angeles
Valley College. In the last three years 1.100 kni%es, forks and
spoons have disappeared from the college cafeteria.

Christian home building from is
father’s viewpoint, summer missions and travel.
Before going to the Baptist
Sunday School Board in 1927.
Dr. Preston was president of
Hall-Moody College.

attended Ripon
College, Wis.. University of Chicago, Harvard University, Yale
School of Alcohol Studies and
George Peabody College for
Teachers.
"God Has Something Great for
You," "Church Loyalty" are
among the writings of Dr. Preston. The lecturer is a well-knou

-C--4A
C4.74(

\t1/4

problems and Christian ideals,

to attend.
Dr. Preston

vat.th

14\

speaker and conference Wader
on vocational guidance. youth

"Love, Courtship and Marriage" is the subject for Dr.
William Hall Preston’s lecture
at 7:30 tomorrow night in the
Memorial (law!. Baptist Student Union invites all students

-
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Flower
Shop

z

t TIME

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CV 2-0462

AIRLINES
Call 286-1862
A SCHEDULED AIRLINE
10th & Santa Clara

SPECIAL FOR S.J.S. CO-EDS
MON., TUES., WED.

SHAMPOO AND SET
5300

Regular $3.50

For perfect high styling and campus CASUAIS
U.S. girls are finding Viciie the place to go.

-ilair.siqkity

Thrust and Parry
Schwarz Soliciting

’No Owners’ Rights

1.111tor:

Edina:
In reply to

’Illegal’Epstein

On the night of Oct. 8, the
Christian Anti-Communist Crusade held a meeting in the Men’s
Gym under the sponsorship of

YAF and circulated subscription
envelopes solicitiing ". . . your
cooperation and prayers . . .
your membership in the CACC
... Membership is $10 per year
or Life membership for $100."
Since that morning’s SD bore a
front page directive from one
Norman Epstein, chief counsel
or the California State College
Board of Trustees, prohibiting
the solicitation of money on
State property, YAF must bear
the responsibility for having
failed to inform Schwarz his soliciting was illegal. Either suitable punitive action should be
taken against YAF or the directive should he qualified to the
extent of circumventing its
original intent. Though I personally find the Crusade’s simplistic exhibitions odious, I 1:,vor the latter alternative as lu
violent to the subtler nuances

and implications of academic
freedom.
Richard A. Ei,..trifi
A16269

Student ’Impelled
To

Eduur:Answer Diatribe’

A certain regard for the methodology of reason impels me to
answer Scott Wallace’s effusive
diatribe against Proposition 14
which appeared in a recent issue
of Spartan Daily, Mr. Wallace’s
contribution was so bad that it
not only was a distortion of the
issues involved; it wasn’t even
good enough to he wrong.
One of the fundamental rights
for which the founding fathers
fought was that of the sancitity
of private property. Jefferson’s
immortal line in the Declaration

of Independence originally read
"....life, liberty, and the pursuit
of property" until Franklin
rather watered it down. There
were no sentimental effusions
regarding minority groups, and
the "ancient heritage" to which
Wallace refers is really one of
private land rights developed
through Rainhoro and Locke to
the founding fathers. The heritage is not one of maudlin, enforced equalization. It is typical
of the untutored mind to Ciliate
Proposal ion 14 with minorit y
emotionalism rat her than I hose
rights of property which are the
real issue, and which are fundamental in Constitutional theory
and law.
Mr. Wallace’s letter was simply grotesque, not only for the
liberties it assumed,
but also for the Lincoln -type
syntax it sought If) employ as a
type of flag-waving obscurantism. Such superficial analysis

historical

distorts both history and logic,
and should have no place in the
Spantan Daily.
Carolyn J. Rynitt
A10961

With Rumford Act’

Louis King’s letter lOct. 91: He has said that
any act which transgresses the

rights of others is immoral. By
this definition the Rumford Act
is immoral and should, therefore, he abolished.
The Rumford Act transgresses
the right of a property owner
to sell or rent to whom he
pleases for whatever reasontsl
he may have,
It is said by those against
Prop. 14 that the Rumford Act
upholds human rights. I maintain just the opposite: that the
act violates p r ope r t y rights
which are among the dearest of
human rights.
The real question is this: Is
not the Rumford Act a transgression by the government of
the rights of ALL people?

Bob Vogel
tilt .tirri:i

Minister Answers
Letter

Bechtell’s
Editor:

Mr. Beehtell’s letter of Oct. 6
regarding Proposition 14 tended
to insinuate that anything that
suppresses a "free society" drives
us into a "forced society" and
thus "socialism" and/or communism." I assume if we are to
follow his logic to its conclusion,
all law would be had, He tends
to propose the utopian existence
vvould be found in total anarchy.
Not assuming my task is to
"make all men moral," I do assume a responsibility of point ing
out the moral implications of the
alternal ives Ii.favi Which Merl

’house. Most clergs
this state feel there are strong
moral issues involved in Proposition 14.
As to legislating morality, the
Prohibition laws certainly are
not the only ones that have or
have had a moral basis, an fact,
it is questionable as to whether
it was true morality or a pietistic legalism.) I would think laws
concerning robbery, murder,
rape, etc., might be an expression of the society trying to impose its moral standards. So
would most others.
It is part of the "business" of
the Church to help man to
understand himself and his nature. It would follow, it seems to
me, to be the business of the
have to

Church

CY 7-8552

253 SO. 2nd ST.

to

encourage

man

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR
45c PER HOUR RATE
OPEN DAILY 10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

CUE

AND

PH, 297-9629

Only Two Blocks From Campus
BETWEEN E. SAN CARLOS and SAN SALVADOR

Jab.

to

place upon himself the moral disciplines which would bring some
sense of stability and harmony
to his relationships.
As a result, there are many
who probably will continue to
be dismayed at the clergy and
the Church making a "witness"
on social and political issues.
Please don’t tell us to "quit
meddling and stick to our own
business." You see, we believe
this is a very important part
of "our business." It is really
what the Church is all about.
I would encourage you to vote
"no" on Proposition 14 because
I see no alternative. I don’t believe we can afford not to legislate morality (if that is what
the Rumford Act is to you’ if
we are ever to learn to be brothers. In my understanding there

-
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Every College Girl Loves
That Famous Greek Tagaria!
Greatest boon to busy College
Girls! Handwoven in Greece ...
it’s a shoulder bag, a school bag,
a shopping bag, and a marvelous
fashion accessory! Zippered, too!
Ch oose predominantly blue,
green, red, orange, yellow or
black.
3.98
Lined
Heritage Group, zippered,
3.49
unlined
Traditional Group,
2.98
unzippered, unlined
Add 50c del. chge. plus tax.
Send check-m.o. to
ORDER BY MAIL PHONE OR SHOP AT

6.n4-14
ev,.

is some demand upon us to be
a brother.
J. Benton White,
( anions Minister Director
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CUSHION
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. ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

RINGS

§eSHOO 814Tr
EL RANCHO TROPICAI
Alma and Almaden Road

"Fall of the Roman Empire"
"PATSY"

TUDIO
396

South

First

292-6771

’ FAIL SAFE"
"MOUSE THAT ROARED"
STUDENT RATE

1968 Alum Rock Avenue
North Screen

PARISICNNIC

"SEDUCERS"
"THE LONELY SEX"
South Screen
"HOUSE IS NOT A HOME"

"ZULU"

A/rem

fed

(jewelers

"In the Village"
1440 BIG BASIN WAY
SARATOGA
(Open Rveninqt by Appointment)

867-1I17

i

The Maich Box

"First
,
love, Id.
.
with the babv carriage."
So goll’s 1111" 1iiiiilitii 1111111ary S..111)U1 king) l’Ope
WM, lt.t ii I elianged 111111 111V1’, InalTiage and the baby earl-Mgt.
111 1111’ 111,4‘111 and future for Spaelans.
ENGAISP;MENTS
I hen
Volker, senior journalism major teem Pitetersille
rior%)th, senior entomology major front San 1.1’111111111. A S11111114
Img ii I/1:1111101.
.1itne Roads.
’Weill asNistalit lit lb.% er Hall. geminate Ii’ It,’
economies majer from San Mateo to 1ton Carlson, graduate iii InISIness education and economics from the Unisersity of Dubuque. They
plan 0 June 20. 1065, wedding.
Carlfl Wharton, sophomore elementary ishication major from
Hollister tit Anthony Slaw% him, Hollister. They plait do Angest
Si (Milling.
WEDDINGS
I..
Ty major froiti
Sally %’asigliii, I aIla Zeta, jiii I:
rqc\%norl viis married Aug. 1 to lilt liii NI4 141t.i.i, 1,11 1.,41:1il
M;111,(1.
1:1111.. minor music major front Santa Itarhara married
Ii., jimior social science major, Alpha l’hi I iniega,
I ti.m:
Kos
Vie Itit was the wisiding ilaY
from Sant,
Sine k iis.,11,1,,. ,
ilkajor from Sao ,frose, Della
.(111111"181
,
i:ohcrts, jmliiior law enforcement major from
Scpl. 12.
pp I India Zeta nosy IC111’111111: S1’111411 III S1111.1i11111, 111111’
(
’ 11111 I 131114.1, 1111 .11111V ’20. Ile Is :I 1,1’111.11,1
:ICOMIII;1111 III
"it kltilt.

Kappa Deltas Move Devil’s Head
While Awaiting New Sorority House
TIII. 4illi UMW isolsi 1111111 11
1.01.11 huh iii,, I, 1 11 11 1.111‘11S 11111V-

ihis plight ten

ing. Mutt iIiI

times and the result is the perplexing situation faring Kappa
Delta sorority this fall.
Ilse sorority has purehasts1
propeetv tin Eleventh Street 111.111’
S1111 e:11111S St reel. They hope to
move into their new residence
next September.
For the sitrority sisters the
archittai has promised "seine thing thlterent" with living room,
date It hull ;aid dining rooni upstairs, and bedrooms downstairs.
1144111/D111 window will face
the garden.
The coeds ofiximels await the
day they eati ineve
111 the meantime, !hey have

tril

-

CONVERSE COURT STAR
BLACK TENNIS SHOE
Reg. $8.45
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*
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*
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SALE

AT

0

4,41

’4" ’
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*
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REED’S SPORT SHOP

:

3151 ALUM ROCK

258-5305

BARBER
SHOPS

JI0 south 10111 st
480 south 10th st.
OPEN ON MONDAY
293-9955
291-9816

.,,...__ 2
N\ e all
c:), make
4 mistakes...
ItI
‘-. ’
s.

11-..v.)1(#7
ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
kTON’S CORIatitlICE MOH
1 1,, eq, re’ 1c.

tnei y time, bitt yping errors

Ml ill,
,net ial sattaen that (-times clean in a
a all
pencil eraser. There’s no smear to
left in e,itIrtire alit a you lype on CorrNsalile.
on! choke of GerriTsaltle in
rineiliam, bras). weights and
/
In Skin. In handy
100, it packets and 7,00.sheet
itove, I In
Valon 1110 ken
Cotbi-able.
ripto,rYRPslatt
A Hit k-Iiiiel,vutiter Parer
Enron PAPER CORPORATION t.E: PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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VT! URI n tUZIZUUVU

thru Thursday
6 P.M. to 8 P.M.

By JANE HOYT
Society Editor
With a throw of confetti, and a fling of serpentine, the year
is off and running.
II ’ii the wonderful world of Spartli Gras with gaielY in every
day. and happiness iii every harmony.
The parties have started! Fraternities, scieorities :mil independents take a hrcik from study hours to participate in the other side
of campus life.
It’s Spardi Gias Bine!
cm OMEGA
The billies or Chi Omega sorority have been tansy in new activities. Kathy Miller heads the SJS coeds this year as AWS president. Anna Cornwell has been selected for Black Masque, and Jean
Fiester, Pam Mangseth am! Judy Wilson have been named to Spartan Spears.
Jan Anderson, Janet Hayes, and Mrs. Alicia Williams, the
surority’s financial adsiser, attended the Chi Omega national convention in %Vest Virginia.
into Chi Omega were Vicki Slagg, Joyce
llemnilY
,Ian, ’ichi Miller, Pain Kellogg, Melinda Smith, Judy Lint, Cynthia
Nevins. Claudia Geno, Phyllis Valenti, Nage Sullivan. JiltlY Mt-Gee,
...ilia eon Berry, Linda McClure and Judy Wilson, who was named
Outstanding Pledge.
TI1ETA XI
San Jose State-Stanford rivalries acre forgotten when the
5.15 ’Meta Xi chapter joined the Indian chapter the day of the
Big Game.
’The ati-day function started with a pre-game party at Searsville Lake, followed by lunch at the Stanford fraternity house. The
lirothers went to the game en masse then split up for dinner,
fientherlmod was renewed when the men and their dates danced
ii the Lamplighter Lounge in Sunnyvale.
SIGNIA
Monday night the brothers of Sigma Chi serenaded Alpha
(1)roileilni Pi to celebrate a pinning. The oftair was followed by an
’At-bang,’. The fraternity men have revently held exchanges with
Alpha Phi and Gamma Phi Beta.
Fourteen men have been initiated into the brotherhood. A celebration banquet is-as held at the Golden limes in Los Gatos to
honor the initiates. Big brothers were presented paddles.
New members include Wayne Capp& Paul Chandler, Jeff Cole,
Dennis Coupe, Tom Deeble, John Dunlavy, Mike Forester, Jim
Hardesty, Jim Hunt, Bill Jensen, Jimmie Johnson, Riley Johnson,
Bryant Nelson and Bill Yarbrough.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Newly initiated into the AOPi noose tire Beverly liraZe111/11. Jane
Catinen, 1.1.aneits Hallmark, Anna Fredericks, Jackie Hessler, I jnfla
11111, Latirie Julian, Marilyn Kurile, Linda Larson, Ann MeMurry.
poWPIII‘ S111.1111.1. Barham Set-pa, and SY1V111 Veglia. Miss Frederiel.....
received The perpetual trophy for being named Outstanding PIEN.Ige,

initiated

KAPPA SIGMA
’The newest fraternity on campus, Kappa Sigma, has been
carrying out the Spaeth Gras tradition. The Iwolliers have hell] CV.
ClIallgl’s W1111 Si1;11111 K111/1/11 :11111 Alpha Chi Omega.
DELTA ZETA
’Bum- ,onwity 1.3zahi the fall semester by holding an exchange
%stilt Sigma Phi Epsilon,
LAMBDA CED A1,1111.%
lambda Chi "Gashiaist.’ was the Seelle of a Mad Ilatter’3
paei y ’1114
and their dates were crowned with weird and
bizame and fantastic headgear. Titi cans, "Mihail badges,
tea t hey a flt,wers and ribbons
** ***
.1.1 1,11 1111.11’ hats.
TIIETA CIII
r;i1 lonvry heads the pledge
presithun. Supporting
elass
bum itt Ii lit %%inlet), vire pre.i.
I.t.t
Lii t
,eret:itydew
iii,llit
tie.
(iii
III

1111 REA .%

The Gamma Phi’s are busy
girls this fall. In between Spaeth
(;rasing, studying, Spardi Grasing, and attending classes, the
(-t ants held a honsa. retIVilli al
Ilarbara I3ohnett.
Istme
Swimming and pienieking was
II good way for the actiVf‘ti Iii gIl
110 1011)W their 22 ploirTs.

T!

ttz

GIRLS
Keep

ru

.hdpe

the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
personal Attention
anti

RESULTS

IN 60 DAYS

Lose:
3" off waist
I" off thigh

SPARTAN HU
PI a all a

3"
1 2 II lbffhs.ipwigt.
Gals:
2" on
I" on
2" on
3" on

thigh
calf
KM
hip

ELECTROLYSIS
Oka Modrio. easy way. the Mold way)
BE FREE forever of the constant drudgery of using old,leshioned
creams, tweezing, weaing and
methods which re only temporary
bleaching.

LINDA SILVA
Sondem Bldg., 1211 Park Ave.
I IStick from Sears; on Bus Lines

Poor devil. Doesn’t know about PSA, the
airline with the most flights between San
Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego.
Low, low fares. On -time flights. Somebody please tell him to call PSA Super

San Francisco -Los Angeles

13.50

761-0818
Los Angeles -San Diego
776-0125

8.35

San Diego -San Francisco
298-4611

19.85

SMOTHERS
BROVERS
WITH

I.STER OFARIM and ABRAHAM

Frost Amphitheatre
Stanford University
OCTOBER 17, 8 p.m.

v

TICKETS: 3.75, 3.00, 2.25, 1.50

Folk Music

84 E. San Fernando

FAST!

Electra Jets

semesters.

arge al sehetiou
guitars in town.

...row...."-

Joe got stuck with
Jane on the train!

AWN CALENDAR SALE
Associated Women Students’
Aetivities Calendars are .
on
sale for 35 rents at !veal bookstores. It contains dates of all
S.IS activities for fall and spring

I.

Also Saituii
R rclaFyAARvInoiGntments

...--e

tte’....c..-...-.e..,-..tr...e

Recently filled appointive positions have been awarded to Liz.
.
Macdarmid, AWS representot
Nancy Carpenter. cafeteria I.-1,
resentative; Diane Dibble. WIZA
representative; Jana Dremann.
Sparta Sings chairnian: rim i
Vieki Sutton, recreation represent at ive.
Other chairmen are Ann
Meyer, historian; Diane ’relesco,
news representative; Jim Williams, scholarship; Anne Wilson,
publicity; Kay Keenan, Interdorm Judiciary.
Members of the judicial board
include Joan Borona, Diane
Friedlander, Martha Kyne, Sylvia Silacei, Pam Kruzic and Val
Sprogls.

Guitar Lessons

*29S-2321

(,perienced, Ethical. State lir.wnsed EloEtrolug,st

Ibiali headed the
er Ilan officers when she was Iiistuuhl,’ml recently as president of
the women’s residenee hall.
Assisting her this semester are
Carol Beatty, vice president;
Carol Sorensen, secretary: Margaret Cohen. treasurer; Marty
Seliwart z, 11) C represent a t ive,
thidi Panel% social rhairman.
and Sue Anderson, house nem
ager.
They took the oath of olio.,
GI a candlelight ceremony.

Moyer Bros. Music

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
40 WEST SAN CARI.OS

.11

Telephone 295-0888
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED

298-544

11111

mmilm

1h . Illomson
Please tell me how yon manage
In make me look so great on campus.
The 11111) thing I can’t pass now
is a crowd of hoys. Those vertical
stretch pants follow the
sleek line of most resistance.
And guarantee the least resistance
on campus. Then, total rectwery
(only the pants, Mr. Thomson. not the boys)
The reflex action of your
import ioned stretch pants

to the reflex action

is second moil)

of that Ps\ t

1111111r 1.1c

III!

had my PVC nn.

please.
gct them t,t lit so well?

linn

1 adore s iIIi, Mr. Thomsen!

\l \(’
\
1111,1tit:HES
lanci,c.i.
Calif.
San I
svr ‘.I%n ii’_
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(110 51’.51’
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Li ill WE (AEI
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rct, it r 8th’F
Li (RIM
I; 1,111 11 1.1,1 11
i I ill sex
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11,

11,1,
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Coupon
coupon
and Savo $3.00
on month cours
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I

r

I

1,

R

present this
Son

Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.

CALL 295-9910

8

PHONE NOW for your hoe privatat consuttetion and eppointmenl
and literature. for more complete information on PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL.

till

20cYo
aaa’aa a. a

REMOVE HAIR permenently and successfully from lip. Facw Evhrr,«,
Body, etc. with

Mt

toT.

SCOTT ZIMMERMAN’S LANCEPS DISCOUNT
THIS THURSDAY
TO SJS STUDENTS
Jam Session
10A/10,
ON ALL
Every Sunday
PIZZA ORDERS
417 SO. FIRST STREET
.01
PHONE 294-1454
iffi iaftil

int

Music and
Ent ortainmtmit
Nightly

Happy Hour
Beer 20c a Glass
$1.00 Per Pitcher
Sunday 3 P.M. to 6 P.M.

1
**.
**
***
*

111.11/ 11110 Ili, I.
audits’ depths, the KO’s leund
11/11s la corrugated earillteald
yards and yards of black
red material, trunks and iass,,
luggage, books, files and pau
They also found tviai ,...:,
him feet
head
split in 1W1/ 1111’ easier
"We carried everything
Corner aeross the street It
new residence." said June
senior amounting student.
think the people passing by
thought we were out tif our
minds, lialf a devil’s head isn’t
very recognizable when five ,:i.
carry il down the street!"
The coeds take solare if,
thing. They won’t lime to tu.
again until next S...tenther!

SPARTAN DAILY-41

.......sr.zootsocrJ000000l
Let the Beauty of your Complexion Show
*el/se

’ Hoover Installs
With Candlelight

.111.410

4,stera*** ********* *************** ************** *****

*as*
**
:*
:
*
*

11111\ed nut of their I..,.
’hvelfth St. house. a bunny
flsvelling converted hoc sorority
living.
Nothing sounds more collegiate
than the "Halls of Ivy" so the
sorority stimuli moved int,’ the
boarding house of that name al
Ill S. Eleventh St.
The old
l’Inierecl silt I,
ivy contrasts sharply with the
new apartment helise next door
also called flails of Ivy.
!sieving out of the old mill into
the new ss
(implicated tare
for the KO’s. In addition to all
the eartlilv possessions of each
erns!, two basements ef previous
and assorted junk had to 111’
II
11,111.11.1 it 111 1111’ 11101‘1..
thili
1‘ east by the wai mle.

I 1961

no

Wednesday,

ti
nrit
.1 I.

111 1 1, 1 N, 1 11.1 11 1 1 1

.....S,
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T
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Wednesday. Oct. 14. 1964

WHAT A DEAL!
Do -If-Yourself

CAR WASH
NEW! Do-it-yoursell and use our materials!
Here a lot of trouble wshing your car in the dorms or in the apartment
. need the car kart,
driver/49? In fact, are you a little short of time
ling Clean right away? Corne on down to Almaden Sparkling Car Wa,l.
. for 2k you can give your car soapy wash and a rinse.

Another 25e Cleans Your Engine!
VACUUM CLEANERS AND CHAMOIS TOWELS ARE AVAILABLE.
COME OUT TODAY AND GIVE IT A TRY! QUICK AND EASY.
:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111t

Almaden Sparkling

CAR WASH
7-

Demos, YRs’Fulbright Cornpeiition Tau Delta Phi To Sponsor
Pledge Smoker Tonight
Fall
Swing
To Debate Now in Full
The competition for 1965-66 FulA debate betacen the iepresentmires of the Young Republicans bright Scholarships is now under
!way. announced Donald It. Ryan,
and the Democratie Club at SJS
assistant to the dean of students
a ill be presented (011101TOW night
and campus Fulbright adviser.
al 7 in T1155.
Application forms for the U.S.
The debate, sponsored by the
-SJS Student Economic Association
veill deal with the economic impl.
e.itions of the two party platform.
Richard Reeb and Richard Sot
ter of the Young Republican.
I rave Peterson and Francis Tonelli
of the Democratic Club and Daa MI Williams and Thu Koch of the
Economic Association are scheduled speakers.
The man who’s made money
quickly must economize quickly,
or he’ll quickly go hungry.
Plautus

535 ALMADEN (Just opposite Hawaiian Gardens j
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
KING CORONET

ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

FURN. APT. - 1 bdrm., 1 Lill, from
% 3 persons. Unappr. 408 S. 5th.

GUITAR LESSONS: Pop, Folk & CI.,
BANJO
Afro, 5 a .i. 292 7166.
YOU RECEIVE MORE when we ,
7
. . .
HOTPOINT REFRIG.
rent ang ,e,F row bridal gowns, veils, cond. Ner...
UNIF.7,1UF SHOPPE, 158916447.
Man.
PEUGEOT
r+ spe
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS .re now aval.
n._rd
-d. Call T -M G201,
.

STUDIO’S & I bdtm. fain. apts.,I 61k.
Keys al Apts. 2 & 3. 171 E.
r. $65-$92.50 total for 1.3
iir Wilson Realtor. 377-7394.
RM. & BD. - Girl or couple. Pvt. en,. , [mance, semipvt. bath. $80-$100, reduced
295- fir hrs. of housework, yardwork. sitting
. 11 r r ’essnes children. Own transport

3 BOYS’ 3 -peed b ..
conditioned and in
Gond tires. FR 8 9513.

KAPPA DELTA
Tempi
Address
41, Apt. 6
114 South
Donee Smith it
FRESHMEN: Voo.
algressivo,
you ...wit an
and responsible leader to represent you
.i ’64 ’65,
WANTED: Advisor for Jewish youth
up. Art & Music work shop. Pay arr.
Mr. Mirkin, 297-6193, Mrs. Seigle, 2647000.
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
USED CARS, $99 and up. FREEMAN’S
1../;FE., CAPS 345 E. Julien (bet. 7th &
2, ’ 465.
56 TR 2
Does not run. Needs body
7.ed right. $250. CY 3-5521,
’59 MGA - Wire wheels, r/h. Rebu
.
make offer. AN 6-674C.
re. rdntr. Economy &
’El FIAT 1500
h.p., 4 spd. $1195

I airi’n All reFURN. APTS. for rent:1 bed room.
h.-II-ie. Underground parking. $125
mo. 2
Free
Rent. 633 S. 8th, Mike
’. ’I mgr., Apt. (.286.4760.
HELP WANTED 14)
NEED MALE roommate -- 460 S. (0th
13, Sands Apt,. 295-0584.
MALE WANTED -- Over 21 to phone FURN. APT., 2 bd. on. Unappr-ri,,
prospective members of our lodge. Even
, /a, No. 2. 295 4591.
!nos 6 to 9. From our air conditioned
office or your home. Salary. Call 379- SGL EM. :,r adult male nludent,
, Si.
0834.
APT. UNAPPR. - 2 bdrrn.
GIRLS WANTED for waitresses. Attrac9th. 29
tive, trim, personable. Will train. Full or
part time. See Mr. Davidson. Moonlite 50 DOLLAR DISCOUNT
nOPr.
Lanes, El Camino at Kelly, Santa Clara.
Cell
2f -9451,
EXPERT COED COOK, to prepare din’
nor for 3 male students. Meals end APARTMENT - 3 lqe. rooms completely turn. T.V. 595 So. 9th. 259.1557,
wage. 295-7261 after 6.
PART TIME serretary. Any time Mon. FURNISHED APT. for 3. Unapproved.
’
r5. 40 Fair Rd.. S. J. 227,8640. $115 mo. Clean. 53 So. 9th. 293-13327/
0518 after 5.
MALE STUDENT, ho,s 10 a.m. to 3
’Jays. Good working cond. Call
LOST AND FOUND 161
MALE

tvd.st sell. New motor, top, tire
’- - itorcycle in trade. 297-6193
A
50 CC. 1960. Completely re,
F en, 297.9053
2 cord S
1955 AUSTIN HEALEY Fdstr.,
$5CF... 294 ,018.
’53 CHEV. 2 Dr. Bel -Air Hd, Tp.
264-5716, after 5.
’60 LLOYD sedan. $175. Excel. cond
.. 40 MPG. 354,8403 eves.
TR 4 - 64 Walnut Fake. Roll bar.
X tires. Abar’h Ekhaust. 3400 mi.
I. . cond. Can he’p In. 4" interest.
or cicei. 297-C912.
$7
’56 CHEVROLET - Convert, V8, /VT,
292,6269.
l
i
SiT,
’55 CHEVY. L’’ ’’’.r.
4543.
._.I. _292
’60 M. G. E,oh.-nt cond
e. Most ,
-67 9369.
[
1961 8ORGWARD Sta. Way. New’
Ph 259 4572.
TR

STUDENTS - Ep. attendanrs
Agply in person. Spor- I LOST - White gold watch in Spartan
parking lot. 292,6176. Reward.
25. Saratoga Ave., Los
FOUND: Lady’s wrist watch. Sept. 21.
Phone 378-0468,
man -- part time
ENERGETIC
LOST: LACC Class Ring. REWARD.
I ro,te. Comm. basis. Please
call Ron Gordon, 294,6019, Rm,
" Clean Ccriter. 9th &
233,
FOUND: Bike. 10 spd. S. 7th, Pay Ad
PART TIME
hi. e, n Chinese 292.0913. Af-er 6.
’0 8-1040.
-.

Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS ...Get Results!
buy,

and

sell,

or

clip

this

handy

order

to: Spartan

CLASSIFIEDS,

J206,

San Jose State College, San
Jose 14, Calif.

Check a Classification!
0 Announcernnts (1)

o

Aufomofiv

(2)

ID For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)

CLASSIFIED RATES

an-

anything, just fill out

blank. Send
Doily

rent,

Minimum
Two limos
One thee

2
3
4
5

lines
linos
linos
lines

Add this
amount for
each adrift Ilium

Os* Hos
nee
50c

novo times
25c Ilne

Fire Snots
20c a lime

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Print your ad boric (Count 33 Letiers and Spares fos Each Line)

El Housing (5)
O Lest end Found (6)
(:) Personals (7)
El Services (8)

O

Transportation (9)

Name
Address
Starting Date
Phon

Drama Featured
At Friday Flicks
"Home From the Hill," feature
film at the Friday flicks, stars
Robert IVIitchum.
As the head of a Southern family, Mitchum encounters his wife’s
hatred when she discovers he has
an illegitimate son.
Later the illegitimate son saves
his father’s life, but comes faceto-face with the legitimate son,
who had not known of his halfhi ot her’s existence.
-Home From the Hill" also stars
Eleanor Parker, Everett Sloane
and George Peppard.
Admission is 35 cents. The pro1Z1,11!, starts at 7 p.m. in TH55.

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

Selection will be made on the
basis of academic or professional
record, the feasibility of the applicant’s proposed study plan and
personal qualification, said Ryan.

Friday Deadline
For SAM Signup
Deadline to sign Lip It/I’ Ille Society for the Advancement of
Management’s initiation banquet is
Friday, in Student Affairs Business Office, BI.

EXPERT
LUBRICATION
98c

$10 REWARD!
If wt- nri, a factoryin.tullod gr ore fitting.

98c
Tire Repairs
Battery Charge
Brake Adjustment

Puritan Oil Co.
6th & Keyes

- COUPON present this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course
----- - - - - - - -

1

- -

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
Call 295-9910
mileiwwwww..

Membership cost, which includes
the dinner fee, is $12.50 for new
members and $5.50 for old memben:, according to David Vosburgh, publicity chairman for
SAM.
Guest speaker for the initial km
banquet Monday, Oct. 21, is David
Sachs, vice president in charge of
West Coast ABC-TV productions.
The steak dinner will be held
Vald’s ilestintrant in A lvisui

o Interviews
b

TODAY:
!AM Angeles Dept. of Water and
Power: electrical, mechanical and
chemical engineering majors for
engineering positions - citizenship
required.
Pillsbury Co.: business and marketing majors for grocery products
sales -prefer military complete -males only.
TOMORROW:

High School Tutors
To Attend Meeting

,s. R.,ns good. FURNISHED APTS, for rent, 1 end
RIDE horn Hayward to San Jose, 471
bdrrns. 523 E. Reed St.
_ _ _
1958 DODGE PURSUIT
FURN. ROOMS, kitchen privileges. Male CAR POOL forming frees Watsonvilie
. d ,i,deots. $30 month. 360 So, 13th, Call
il
Leo al 724 1513,
2" 354 8653.
-- NEED GIRL roommate. Unapproveci II
MOTORCYCLE
L
I blk. from st-hor.l $35 rno. C‘r 7 0,
To place an ad:
2,2
MEN’S APPROVED housing Call at Classified Adv.
Hall - lam ke rooms. Near SJS car,
FOR SALE 131
J206. 1.30-3.30
Excellent food. 292-2635.
Send in handy ordr blank
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29. NEED 2 girls to share cottage. I b’k
- Enclosed cash or chck
from SJS, with drama major. $40 me.
V.. II ng Press. 295 0946.
No phone orders
human hair. 286-2325.
g $45. Must WANT I GIRL to share house wi1h 3

nounce

j.,,.lessors are
in the process of making a study
of the characteristics, preferences,
and home buying intentions of residents living in apartments in this
city.
Dr. John W. Aberle, professor of
business, is the senior researcher
for this study. His partner 18 Dr.
P. S. Wang, assistant professor of
business.
The purpose of the study, according to Dr. Aberle, is to determine the reasons behind the buying intentions of apartment residents, and their preferences. In
addition, they hope to establish a
relationship between the home
buying intentions of apartment
dwellers, and their characteristics.
The study would provide information about those people who
have created the enormous demand
for apartment buildings, and would
form a hasis to project the future
demand for apartment houses in
this area.
Some students from the business
department are already working
on the research part of the study,
wide)) is platmeit to be completed
lis June Of 1111I -

MEN

Retail Credit Co.: business, industrial relations, personnel manSERVICES 110
TELEPHONE SOLICITORSagement for insurance inspectorsMALE OR FEMALE
citizenship t’ equ ii’ cd and males
INSURANCE for students. Chet
’
-aces- AUTO
for
,mpg
Salary Bailey. 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos
only.
will
be
meeting
orientation
An
ncutanss.Flnterview TYPING - All kinds, reasonable. Pick..
;n San -1,..SO
Palo Alto up and deliver. 294-3772, 9 a.m.-6 p.m held tomorrow in Cafeteria A and
_sill 325-3876.
B at 4 p.m. for the 100 students
TYPING. All k.nds, reasanablo, 5,...,ll,,I
who signed up for tutoring high
’reared. 378.2728.
HOUSING IS)
school students and acting as big
l
I
L."- at 724-1613.
5//e OrChil
anti sisters, according to
MEN - Room & board or rooms only EXPERT TYPING SERVICE - Ekperi brothers
Beauty Salon
profesChavez,
assistant
Manuel
Kitchen privileges. 295-5305.
.m-nd no o i -. Call 292.84/43.
’..i.i. ,.f busine,..
.
FURNISHED APT
TRANSPORTATION 191

’55 FORD

To

Two Professors
Study Apartment
Dwellers Here

Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic honorary, will hold their pledge
government graduate grants of acsmoker today at 730 Rm. in the
ademic study tor research abroad
Keep in shape at the
and for professional training in faculty cafeteria.
units
All male students with
creative and performing arts may
be obtained at the Office of the or more, anti at least a 3.00 grade
Dean of Students, ADM269, until average are invited by Larry
Friday.
Gooding, chapter president, to atRESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Students who wish to apply for
tend to familiarize themselves with
an award, according to Ryan, must
Gain:
and purposes of the
be U.S. citizens and have a bache- the functions
3" on Chest
lor’s degree or its equivalent by organization.
3" off Waist
1" on Arms
the beginning date of the grant,
Gooding emphasizes there are
2" on It,.0hn
and be proficient in the language not now. and have never been, any
of the host country.
gain or lose
racial, ethnic, or religious barriers
12-15 lbs.
Creative and performing artists to membership in Tau Delta Phi,
of weight
will not require a bachelor’s de- publisher of the ’Tower List.
years
four
gree, but should have
Coffee and doughnuts will be
equivalent
of professional study or
pro% alert.
experience.
Social workers should have at
least two years of professional es
perience after the master of soci.,.
work degree.

En’ Iowa’ $

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Dsys (Circle Omit
Chock No

Spartaguide

TODAY:
Amateur Radio Club, 330 p.m.,
5’243.
Pershing Rifles, 7:30 p.m., Home
Economics lounge, pledge smoker.
International, 6:30
Phrateres
p.m.. pledges; 730 p.m., actives,
513445.
Rally Committee, 3:30 p.m., ED100. general meeting.
Student Peace Union, 3:30 p.m.,
5132. Dr. Richard G. Tansey, SJS
Art Department, will speak on
-Either Them or Us. No! Neither
Them Nor Us."
WRA Card Archery, 4:30 p.m.,
dorm field.
Relations Club,
International
:10 p.m.. CH164, lecture and slides
n South Viet Nam.
Occupational Therapy ChM, 4:30
Ia.. 1111301, slides shown of
V\VI ’A’s La rod-will world tour.
PER., 7:70 p.m., cafeteria A and
B. open to all students interested
in physical education and health.
Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., faculty
eafeteria, pledge smoker, open to
all students interested in joining.
ToMORROW:
ariC, 330 p.m., TH55.
WWI, 8 p.m., Newman Hall, 79
Filth St., Dr. Robert W. Zan:’w, SJS professor of .psychology
tat Hillel advisor, will speak on
’Implications of ’The Deputy.’"
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel, topic: "Love,
Courtship .and Marriage."
Student,’ Economic Association,
7 p.m.. TH55.
SAMME, 7:30 p.m., 5132, informal lecture and slides of "An
Engineer in the South Pacific."
WRA Volley nail, 7 p.m., PERIM..

Tau

5ne Man-5ailorel

p ,

Olive Herringbone in
Silk and Wool Fabric
Pictured above: Jacket-trimmed in Leatherette with button of brass. Skirt--slim lined with side zipper. Roth are foll
lined. Skirt. $12.911; Jacket, $15,98; Other st It’s. $1 19:I.
Sizes
lo 13.

COLLEGE PRICES

COTTAGE CASUALS

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

,138 F.. A
261 E. William

2074400

illiain

297-6725

* FRESHMEN *
VOTE on October 14th and 15th
for

RICHARD SIROTT
FRESHMAN REPRESENTATIVE

"Fight Greek control
of student government!"

No. 16

on your ballot

BE
SURE
TO
VOTE
CD

(let 14, 1964

PIZZA DELIGHT

P)

I Yugoslav Poloisfs: Freshman Poloists
Wars;
’1
Past
Halted
Games
.99 And Up
Tokyo to SJS
Engage Modesto
rive
Lasted
Days
Competition
At Racket Club
hest uxill
Ise featured a %seek from Saturthe San Use State
varsity Dill host the Olyttiple
IIamca’ water polo favorite,
Yugoslinia, in the Spartan Pool.
Yugoslavia currently holds
wins over the Netherlands, 7-2,
and Brazil, 8-0, In the first two
coonds Id Ilia% itTOI.YO.
%1

CHICKENSt. DELIGHT

Thursclav t Ilit ttttt
NOTE: Continuation
"Ancient Olympic Gaines."

1111

Ilic

By DAVE PAYNE
Daily Sports Editor
FREE DELIVERY
1614 E. Santa Clara
251-2313
The establishment of national peace and understanding was
.seommit& accomplished
through the "get-together principle of the ancient
Olympic Games. Warring tribes and the quarreling cities forgot their
bitterness, almost with the first Games, and Greece soon became a
united nation.
A* time went on, events were added to conipctition until the
Games regularly ran use days. The earliest recorded c petitioo
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
was the foot race in the 776 B.C. Games.
I II I HOW PARTS
On the first day, the competitors were examined by officials
and solemn oaths were administered to them and to the judges. Then
the competitors were led naked into the stadium and their names
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
and sponsoring cities were announced. There were no tiers of seats
for the spectators, only a mound of earth.
1425 W. San Carlos Street
Monday -Thursday -Friday
Women were excluded as spectators, under penalty of death if
Till 9 P.M.
CYpress 8-1212
caught watching the event.
Chariot race* with two or four horses abreast. and other
Imuestrian events, occupied the morning of the second day, the
most coveted Olympic honor being victory in the f011r-horow
chariot race. Accidents were cammon because of sharp turns around
the hippodrome.
The afternoon of the second day was devoted to the pentathlon,
consisting of five feats, in each of which the competitors had to take
parts. The victor had to win three out of five events.
Feats included were jumpingapparently a running jump with
weights in the hands; discus throwing- a circular plate of stone or
metal; running- amiund a 200-yard sprint; javelin throwing- done
with the aid of a leather thong attached to the shaft and wound
:iround it; and wrestling.
The morning of the third day was set aside for a great sacrifice
CY 7.7417
1884 W. San Carlos
to Zeus. In the afternoon, there were SIN contests for boys.
The fourth day saw other foot races of various distances, including sprints with contestants wearing armour, i.e., with helmet and
Other events were boxing and wrestling and the Pankration
MOTORCYCLES FOR PLEASURE
,all wrestling).
Pankration was a combat between two naked unarmed men
* HOURLY RENTALS *
in which only biting and eye-gouging were barred. Striking, kicking
and strangling were permitted. Final decision was reached only with
the surrender or death to one of the contestants.
WE SELL:
The final day was given over to celebrations and feasting.
PARILLA
Visitors also received crowns for their winning feats. Tying a woolen
DKW
band around his bead, each winner was crowned with a wreath of
CAPRIOLA
wild olive and Ids name and city were declared by the herald.
HARTKE MOTORS
Although this was the only prize awarded at Olympia, it was
highly esteemed and each victor received the highest honors on
292-2022
333 W. San Carlos
his triumphal return home.
He was met by a procession, conducted through a breach especially made in his city walls, feasted, and given other rewards, such
as freedom from taxes or free meals for life.

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.

FOLK
Guitars-Banios-Le,Ams

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC
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Phi Sigs Still
’Unbeaten;
Lead League
Phu Sigma Kappa No. 2 took
over sole possession of first place
in the -A" league Monday with
a 20-0 pasting of Academic Year
Institute.
Red Horde dropped to second
when it was tied by Allen Hall,
6-6.
First year team Kappa Sigma
won its second straight game in
"B" league action by bopping the
Raiders, 12-0, behind Bob Hubbard, who threw two TD passes to
Bob Weir.
In other "A" league games ATO
No. 2 deadlocked Newman Knights,
0-0, and Moulder. Hall forfeited
to Markham Hall. Ken Ellers led
the Phi Sigs to their win with
two TD passes.
"B" league action found Air
Force ROTC No. 2 edging the
Lobos, 12-6, and the Animals
shutting out the Muffs, 6-0. Other
games were marred by forfeits.
The "B" league feature game
today finds Kappa Sigma 12-01
battling the Fugitives (3-11.
In "A" league crucials Phi Sigma Kappa No. 2 14-01 meets
AFROTC, ATO No. 2 12-1-11 battles Allen Hall and Moulder Hall
tackles Red Hold, (3-0-1).

Standard Portable Electric
As little as 200 per day

The freshman water polo learn,
engaged in the niost difficult
schedule in San Jose State freshman water polo history, faces the
Modesto Racket and Swim Club
today at 5 p.m. in Modesto.
"Our opposition tonight," said
Coach Lee Walton, "consists ot
the superior players in the Modesto Valley area. They are a
young, well -conditioned, well -seasoned group which has won five
of its six games this season. all
against good competition."
Walton has altered the Sparta babes’ offense to utilize potential
scoring capabilities. The new offense is a double post with two
shooters In front ot the cage and
two wing guards leading the fast
break.
"Our team is vastly improved,"
said Walton. "Many of our boys
who had never played water’ polo
prior to this season, have made
startling progress in the last week.
The additional depth they will provide will be invaluable in the latter
half of the season.

Modern Office
Machine Company
124

E.

Fern,Ido

(Nett

to

door

293 52913

took Store)

Cal

TIIE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN

JIMMIES
BARBER SHOP
We
have
long
been
working to establish a
reputation for quality
haircuts. Son Jose students have discovered
the best place to get a
haircut with
REAL
CLASS is "Jimmies".

Steve Mumma
says
I Bought My

t
INSURANCE POLICY
because
. Guaranteed by a top
Company

PLUS

\,, War Claus..

WILKINSON BLADES
Imported

from

BI.111’fits at
.special Rates
....Depasits Deferred
until you art. 011i Of

England I

su’huumsl.

TAKE A WORD

NCAA Golf Champ

FROM THE WISE

’Small Shows Them All’

Naturally you want the best
service for your car. Silva
specializes in giving you this
service. The mechanics are
the best in the business. Mr.
Silva knows that once you
come in, you’ll return again.
Give him a chance to show
you why. GOOD SERVICE
MEANS GOOD CUSTOMERS.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
of two articles about SJS golfer Terry.
the 19-year-old sophomore who won
the 1964 NCAA golf championship
last June at Colorado Springs, Colorado.

By SCOTT MOORE
Terry Small is the hest -known
name in intercollegiate golf today.
Every college golfer in the country knows Small as the husky 19year-old SJS sophomore who recently blitzed his way overnight
into national prominence.
295 8968
78 S. 4th St.
Small, up against the cream of
college golfers, captured the presigious 1964 NCAA golf crown last
LATE FOR CLASS? WELL PARK IT FOR YOU
June at Colorado Springs, Colorado.
PAID RELIGIOUS ADVERTISEMENT
An underdog going into the
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M r17th national tournament, SID/III
played superb ball from the beginning and subdued Jim Colbert of Kansas State University
in the finals to win the title.
Urgently needed in this dying world are men and women who are
The colorful SJS golfer is the
wilting to walk with God. No High Theology or Advanced Preparation is
second Spartan to win the NCAA
required. (In fact, many popular theologians are not even Christians at
all!) God is known by faith and personal commitment of one’s will to
crown. Bob Harris captured the
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. Christian growth is by "in-service train
title in 1948. SJS ace John Lotz
ing"; a daily walk with the Lord Jesus is mom important than all the
:was runner-up last summer and
head knowledge and doctrine in the world. The Apostle Paul abandoned
Jack Luceti was a 1959 finalist.
his intellectual, theological background that he might know God and walk
with Him "But what things were gain to me those I counted loss for
Small’s stunning upset largely
Christ. Yea, doubtless, and I count all things but loss for the excellency
overshadowed a surprising fourth
of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord: for whom I have suffered
place tournament finish by the
the loss of all things, and do count them but dung, that I may win
Christ." (Philippians 3.7, 8).
SJS team itself.
God meets individuals today on a man -to man basis. No human
"I would have laughed." Small
mediators or priests are necessary. Anyone who wishes, may know God
recently told Spartan Daily, "if
and walk with Him in the deepest way possible.
ans body Ionl told isle before the
God is able if you are willing to meet Him on His terms. But it is
tournament that we would place
you who must be willing to change. While some speak of the high price
In the top 10 or 15 teams."
of holy living, a higher price is paid in the long run by those who insist
on carnal living or independence from God. To walk with God is to be
Small himself was in excellent
changed and transformed into the kind of person He would have you be.
physical and mental condition be"And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are
fore and during the crucial conbeing changed into His likeness from one degree of glory to another,
test.
for this comes from the Lord who is the spirit." (2 Corinthinians 3:18).
"I was amazingly relaxed," he
The presence of sin in your life will quickly quench the Holy Spirit
and bring you down to the same harsh, cold world which the unbeliever
remarked, "and never did feel too
lives in every day. Sin is basically acting in independence of God, hence
much pressure. It was the hest
the vital importance of total surrender: "Whatsoever is not of faith is
golf I’ve ever played."
sin." (Romans 14:23). Thus, to walk with God involves a total surrender,
in every area of life, to Jesus Christ.
lie attributed his winning form
to strategy he devised before the
Those who chose to run the race, to seek the living God who inhabits
eternity, never regret the abandonment of their lives to Him. ". . . that
tournament to cure "my maior
I may know Him and the power of His resurrection, and may share in
us.aknessa putting problem."
His sufferings, becoming like Him in His death, that if possible I might
The putting problem, he thought,
attain the resurrection from the dead. Not that I have already obtained
this or am already perfect; but I press on to make it my own, because
"was more a mental problem than
rhrist Jesus has made me His own. Brethren. I do not consider that I
a physical one."
have made it my own; but this one thing I do. forgetting what lies behind
Small "didn’t touch a club for 27
and straining forward to what lies ahead. I press on toward the goal for
the prize of the upward calling of God in Christ Jesus. Let those of us
days before Spring finals," In order
who are mature be thus minded; and if in anything you are otherwise
to cure any mental attitudes tominded, God will reveal that also to you." (Philippians 31015).
ward putting and to study for
Perhaps you have not yet met Jesus Christ. This is an essential
finals.
first -step in walking with God and getting acquainted with Him. But
After finals Small went home to
many who do know Jesus in a personal way know nothing of the vicLong Beach and practiced for
torious and exciting life of faith walking in total surrender and commitment. Why be content with a mediocre life which will never be mole
seven solid days before the match.
than second-best? Those who walk with the Lord Jesus Christ have always
said that life with Him is life as it should be lived by all. What’s keep
irig you from finding out for yourself?
BRONZAN’S TEAMS
7:4
Bob Bronzan, head coach of the
San Jose state football team from
Contemporary Christians on Campus
1950-1936 was three times named
Northern California Coach of the
Year
before retiring at the end of
Boo 11791, Palo Alto
the 19.56 SPLISOD. III 1952, his leant
was second In the nation in total
1111111101111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 offense and fourth in rushing.

Volleyball Tourney
Begins Tomorrow

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline ...Contact

The two-man intramural volleyball tournament swings into action
He then flew to Colorado with the tomorrow.
team.
All players should check Iii
NEXT: Playing golf at 4,000 intramural bulletin board
feet and 95 degrees.
schedule and location of games

Jim Harget

Darwin Shoop

Bill Bradshaw

John Mack

286-6700

52 S. 4th

505 So.

1015 St.

’Specially for Spartans...

SILVA SERVICE
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Walking with God
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CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Designed for SAN JOSE STATE Students
NO MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE
NO MINIMUM BALANCE
ONLY 10c PER CHECK
BOOK OF 25 $2.50

Now, the Community Bank of San Jose offers checking account
facilities designed especially for San Jose State students. Your
name imprinted, without charge, on special checks with the
Spartan insignia. There’s no minimum balance, no service charge
and you pay only II;:4 for each check you use.
Stop in today and open your Spartan checking account at the
Community Bank of San Jose on North Market Street, or if you
prefer, send the coupoi, below so you can open your account
by mail with postage paid both ways.

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT BY MAIL...
COMMUNITY BANK or SAN JOSE
North Market Street, San Jose, California
Please send nip a signature card and Postal Banking Kit so that I
may Open a Spartan checking account by mail. I understand the
Community Bank pays postage both ways when I bank by mail.

COMMUNITY BANK
OF SAN JOSE
North Market Street
EVOLRAL PErURIT ISAITIANCL COAPoi,DON

NAME
LOCAL ADDITESS
CITY

STATE

HOME ADDRESS
CITY

STATF

_
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Peanuts Calendars*

prize

riY

$300

tf;

NOW IN STOCK
Get Yours While They Last

cpaPtan gook:it-ore

SAN JOSE STATE

FREE

COLLEGE
SWEATSHIRTS *

Jet-powered round-trip
flight to Los Angeles
on PSA

A’’tri

Runner-up Prizes

Only .

"

Lowest Jet-Powered Fares*
Los Angeles (55 min.)
San Diego (75 min.)
.0 151 OtliN

$13.50

All

$ I 9.85

plus

I

fiavel Agent

Navy at California
Italian Imported

UCLA at Notre Dame

3rd & San Fernando 1

HENRYS

One Medium Cugginos’ Cheese

PIZZA

r

862 North 13th

Iowa at Wisconsin

!louse Is Not a Ilona’
Starring
SHELLEY WINTERS
ROBERT TAYLOR

STERLING

duUREVLIS

United Artists Theater
263 South 1st 293.1953

275 South First

Oakland Raiders at
Boston Patriots

Next to U/A Theater

S. F. 49’ers at L.A. Rams

LUBRICATION *

98c

The shoe look
of the year

A

245 Keyes
498 South 4th
10th & Taylor

Puritan Oil Co.
Cleveland Browns at
Dallas Cowboys

rie
wir

RECORDS
Block Off Campus

Ghillie
15.00
E31CDOM’S
FINE SHOES
I itr South First, Downtown
Valley Fair Shopping Center

Detroit Lions at Chicago Bears

5 67

N’S

121 S. FOURTH STREET

SWEATSHIRT CLOSEOUT*
Making Room for New Arrivals

Silva has been serving SJS students for 30 years. No presents
please. Just bring your car in for
on . . .

78 South 4th 295

Regularly $2.85
NOW. . . .119
Open Tonite ’Til 9 P.M.

I. Only currently enrolled San Jose
State College students may enter.
2. Students are limited to ONE entry
per person.
3. All entries become the property of
the SPARTAN DAILY.
4. The SPARTAN DAILY and/or San
Jose State College is not responsible for any entries that are lost
or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to
be considered by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries
have the same number of correct
selections, the contestant who
comes closest to the special tiebreaker question will be the winner.
7. All complimentary flight passes
awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on July I, 1965.
8. The SPARTAN DAILY reserves the
right to correct errors, to extend
deadlines and to make necessary
additions or corrections to these
rules.
9. Persons so designated by the SPARTAN DAILY shall constitute the
panel of judges. Their decisions
shall be final regarding both determination of winners for awarding of
prizes and for deciding on disqualification for any reason whether
through entry faults or evidences
of collusion or any other inelig-

ibility.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s

acceptance of all contest rules and
of the judges’ decisions.

BOOK

330 South 10th

8967

Alabama at Tennessee

Spartan Grid Picks
Entry Blank Entry
N

STORE

te""r

San Diego State at L. A. St.

Contest Rules:

Starts Friday

$2.

Oklahoma at Kansas

Silva Service
Deliver

292-8119 We

VAUGHN’S PRICE

ee, eAp

Good For Wednesday Only

. .

It!

Oil Change and Lubrication*

When You Bring In This Ad

Columbia at Yale

7 tI,, /

USC at Ohio St.

REG. $39.50
Free Tie or
Frat. Crest
With Purchase

ANNOUNCING A
SILVA ANNIVERSARY

80c

515 South 10th

1 00

518 South 10th

Arizona at Oregon

HOUSE OF

*

tZViti5tr-0 14;th
1111A R MA CY

Another Side Of Bob Dylan*

Cardigan & Pull-overs ... All Colors 411 995

Special

SPECIAL ON
REXALL SHAVING CREME*

Columbia Records Present

Alpaca Sweaters’

6 Burge, s &
I 2 Lb. Fries

Washington at Stanford

I. Watch the Spartan Grid has page in the SPAR I AN DAILY evrt y Wednesday for your
entry blanks.
2. Fill out the entry blanks by listing the asterisk (C) MERCHANDISE SPECIAL found in
each of the sponsor’s ads and select your grid picks by marking the appropriate box. To
receive credit for a tie game, you must predict it by marking the "tie" box. Do not
neglect to indicate your answer to the special tie-braker question each week. Do not
indicate any scores.
3. Complete your entry by printing your name, address, telephone number and A.S.B.
Card Number on the entry blank.
4. Bring your entries to Room J207 in the Journalism Building between the hours of 1:30
p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. NO ENTRY WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER 4:30 P.M. ON FRIDAY. DO NOT MAIL YOUR ENTRY.
5. Watch for the winners in next week’s SPARTAN DAILY. DO NOT CALL OR COME
IN PERSON TO THE SPARTAN DAILY OFFICE TO FIND OUT THE WEEK’S WINNER.
THE WINNER WILL BE NOTIFIED.

"-i-s-- Si.; Et>

\..4ripis

$2"

134 East San Fernando

Here’s How You Enter

FLY PSA

In More
Than A
Dozen Colors

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.

Tickets to United Artists Theater

"Right on Campus"

Washington St. at San Jose State

**4

Blank

Entry Blank

f’1ery

Tie -Breaker
Question

Entry Blank

How many total net yards
will San Jose State gain
rushing and passing against
Washington St. this Saturday night/

A.S.B. Cl N.

7
Yards

ADVERTISER
Spartan Bookstore
PSA
Cal Bookstore
Armstrong Pharm.
Roos/Atkins
--House of Records

Merchandise Special

MARK ONE OF
T

San Jose St.

Navy

California

Washington

Stanford

USC

Ohio St.

UCLA

Notre Dame

Arizona

Oregon

Oklahoma

Henry’s

Columbia

Silva Service
Roberts Bookstore
Hudson’s

Hems

Wash. St.

Vaughn’s

Cugginos’

HREE SORES

Kansas
_
Yale

Iowa

Wisconsin

San Diego St.

L. A. State

Alabama

Tennessee

S. F. Wet’s

L. A. Rams

_

United Artists

OakI’d Raiders

Boston Patriots

Puritan Oil

Cleve. Browns

D. Cowboys

Bloom’s Shoes

Detroit Lions

Chicago Bears

t-

